The Standing Experience

If you missed the story about a special delivery that’s giving first year veterinary student Mary Beth Davis a different perspective, you can view it now at The Standing Experience.

OSU Alumni ROCK Again!

Congratulations to Drs. Chris Adolph ('96) (below top) and Lindsay Starkey ('11) (below bottom) on passing the board exam in veterinary parasitology. Both have been under the tutelage of National Center for Veterinary Parasitology experts.

House Officer Seminar

Brandon Gates, DVM, will present "Estrous Synchronization in Ruminants" on Thursday, Dec. 17, at 8 a.m. in Room 104 at the Veterinary Medical Hospital. Gates is a theriogenology resident mentored by Dr. Betsy Coffman.

Faculty Member Invited to Compete in Prestigious Canine Competition

Congratulations to Dr. Dianne McFarlane and her 3 year old bullmastiff, Natty, on being invited to compete in the American Kennel Club® Agility Invitational again this year. Natty will compete in the 20 inch preferred class.

Pictured above from the 2014 competition, Natty takes a jump in great form.

McFarlane and Natty will negotiate a challenging obstacle course that includes tunnels, weave poles, jumps and seesaws, all while racing against the clock and striving for a perfect score of 100.

Agility is one of the AKC's most popular sports with more than one million entries annually. It allows dogs to demonstrate athleticism and willingness to work with a handler and requires conditioning, concentration, training and teamwork.

Sugar Bowl News

The OSU Alumni Association has developed double occupancy packages for the Sugar Bowl. It includes air, hotel, the game and all parties for four days and
This is only the fourth year that the exam has been given in the parasitology subspecialty of the American College of Veterinary Microbiology (ACVM). Adolph and Starkey were excellent candidates for diplomate status passing all parts on their first try!


News from Dr. Roger Panciera

Dr. Roger Panciera, Professor Emeritus, is feeling better and is up for cards and limited visitation. Please mail cards to 623 Ranch Drive, Stillwater, OK 74074. If visiting, take the green elevator to Room 5111 at St. Francis Hospital located at 6161 S. Yale Avenue in Tulsa, Oklahoma.